Tilly extols the power and compass of 'superior stories' compared with 'standard stories'. However, things are not always so clear cut, as the case study discussed here shows. A 1906 -1914 research investigation headed by P. L. A. Goldman, which has initially concerned with the enumeration and commemoration of the deaths of Boer combatants during the South African War (1899)(1900)(1901)(1902), and later with the deaths of people in the concentration camps established in the commando phase of this war, is explored in detail using archived documents. Now largely forgotten, the investigation was part of a commemorative project which sought to replace competing stories about wartime events with one superior version, as seen from a proto-nationalist viewpoint. Goldman, the official in charge, responded to a range of methodological and practical difficulties in dealing with a huge amount of data received from a wide variety of sources, and eventually produced 'the number' as politically and organisationally required. However, another number of the South African War concentration camp dead -different from Goldman's, and also added up incorrectly -concurrently appeared on a national women's memorial, the Vrouemonument, and it is this which has resounded subsequently. The reasons are traced to the character of stories and their power, and the visibility of stories about the concentration camp deaths on the face of the Vrouemonument, but their anonymity within Goldman's production of 'the number'. Tilly's idea of an 'inbetween' approach to analysing stories by historical sociology is drawn on in exploring this.
Introduction
"If there is no general phenomenon of social change… What should we [historical sociologists] do? We should build concrete and historical analyses of the big structures and large processes that shape our era. The analyses should be concrete in having real times, places, and people as their referents and in testing [them] … against the experiences of real times, places and people. They should be historical in limiting their scope to an era… and in recognizing from the outset that time matters -that when things happen within a sequence affects how they happen… If a work is historical it need not be grand… A concrete, historical programme of inquiry must include work at the small scale and can well include our own time…" (Tilly 1984: 14) unchanging purpose, with his working methods arising directly from this, and which resulted in him achieving the originating aim of producing 'the facts' in a statistical sense, concerning Boer deaths during the South African War. The Inventory also describes the collection as having four clearly distinguished sections. These are of incoming items, followed by outgoing items, followed by provisional data, eventuating in final data, implying a linear development from the first through to the fourth section. Within this classificatory framework, the collection is populated by 34 main Volumes (Bands), with clear summary descriptions of the contents of each Volume provided in the listing part of the Inventory. The Inventory states that this was the actual organisational order of the composing documents as these were received by the Transvaal State Archive component of the National Archives Repository in 1959. There is a hint of greater complexity, with an in-passing comment that additional organisational documents were interleaved at appropriate points within the order of this domain (T1: vii), although the tenor of this comment implies that order simply prevailed, with these extras not so much assimilated as finally put into their proper places.
2.2
When the actual contents of the Volumes are examined, however, this shows something rather different from the tidy and carefully delineated archival domain as set out in the T1 Inventory. Beneath this collection framework is a complex, messier more fragmentary set of documents, inscribing aspects of a very complicated array of working practices which did not always result in full organisational records of an 'everything to hand and everything in its proper place' kind. There are always, drawing on Garfinkel (1967: 186-207) , good organisational reasons for bad organisational records, and the organisational structure presided over by Goldman is no exception to this general sociological observation about the character of organisational structures and practices. Each Volume has a clear title or summary description of its contents in the Inventory (T1: 1-4), but actually the contents are very mixed. The descriptions of the Volumes invoke documents, or a letter-book, or registers, or summaries and lists; but within is a greater complexity that always exceeds the descriptor: letters in and letter-copies out are, for instance, annotated and amended, while memos jostle with lists of places jostle with single words or names on scraps of paper jostle with memos and a writer's (name not attributed) notes to self. The stated content is then just one kind of document, not necessarily the dominant one, among the array. Some examples from across the classificatory sections will help demonstrate this plenitude.
2.3
Volume 4 is located within 'A. Incoming items' (Inkomende stukke) and labelled as 'United Churches' (Verenigde Kerke). However, many of its contents are actually outgoing items from Goldman, requesting information or asking for its corroboration; and while it does contain letters and lists of information sent to Goldman by dominees of the main churches or kerks (the NGK and the NH of GK [8] ), it contains many more lists by Goldman. These include lists of names of dominees and the districts they worked in, lists of places in South Africa but no indication of the purpose of these, lists of people's names with numbers next to each but who these people are or what the figures represent not stated. For instance, many, even most, documents in Volume 4 (and in most other volumes) are not dated. Also, more than one handwriting appears on the documents. It may be presumed that Goldman's is the majority handwriting, which is also that which makes momentous paper-decisions such as the excision of names and the editing of documents, but the names of the sub-officials who assisted him are nowhere recorded although the different handwritings attest to their organisational presence.
2.4
Volume 15 is the sole item composing the 'B. Incoming items' (Uitgaande stukke) part of the collection and is Goldman's letter-book, kept throughout the process from early 1906 until his office was wound up in early 1914. Formally speaking a book of letters sent to Goldman, these are at points heavily annotated and added to. These emendations are the basis of replies Goldman intended to make to the correspondent in question, and/or key points he drew from or disagreed with in the letter in question. Consequently, although apparently neat and contained, the additions to these incoming letters means they flow into the other classificatory headings and so challenge the boundaries of what a letter 'is'.
2.5
Volumes 20 to 34 compose the 'D. Final data' (Finale gegewens) component of the classification, although in fact the documents within them have a greater degree of provisionality than finality. Thus, for example, the alphabetical lists of Transvaal citizens who died in the concentration camps established during the South African War in Volumes 25-27 contain amendments, insertions and deletions, as do those for the Free State (29-30) and the Cape and Natal (31). And while it might be supposed that the lists for each of the annexed provinces (Volumes 25-31) were succeeded by those containing the overall alphabetical lists (Volumes 32-34), the latter also feature amendments, insertions and deletions and in doing so suggest a process still in motion rather than its conclusive end-point.
2.6
Volume 16 is part of the 'C. Provisional data' (Voorlopige gegewens) classificatory component and is summarised as 'Notes and summaries' (Aantekeninge en opsommings). It is composed by 95 documents ranging from small scraps of paper to several sheets of typed cyclostyled letter-copies. Here too scraps of paper with single words or brief now-unintelligible notes jostle with formal documents, with letters appealing for information, with incoming lists, and with Goldman's lists of people and places and numbers. Again, most items herein are undated; and while one handwriting predominates, others too are present. The documents in Volume 16 contain a mixture of incoming and outgoing items, and while it also contains provisional data, a sub-set (RS16: ff75-89) is more accurately described as final data -more final, in fact, than anything in the Volumes so labelled. These are numerical summaries of the apparently 'final data' in Volumes 32 to 34, while Volume 16 also contains the tables which are the culmination of the process Goldman engaged in and which provide 'the numbers' of the dead. However, as we go on to discuss, these deaths are not quite as stated in the Inventory title noted earlier ('deaths in the Republican forces and amongst civilians'), but deaths having occurred specifically in the concentration camps, and anyway the contents of Volumes 32 to 34 are a partial compilation of other files and data from other Volumes. Also, over the period of research and data collection Goldman engaged in, the key aim in terms of the production of the statistics had changed.
Goldman's task and methodology 3.1 Goldman was appointed in January 1906 at the request of Louis Botha, leader of Het Volk and clearly prime minister of the Transvaal in waiting. The British Lieutenant-General's Office, via its chief legal officer Richard Solomon, agreed to pay Goldman's salary and his task, noted earlier, as initially set out was to provide accurate statistics of the burghers (Boer men on commando) who had died in combat or of wounds during the South African War (RS1: 26 January 1906). Relatedly, policies were instituted for the remains of men who had been buried where they were killed to be 'brought in' to local villages and towns for burial and memorialisation (RS7: ff8-9 May 1906), and there is clear evidence of a concerted Transvaal policy of repatriation, enumeration and commemoration of the fighting burghers. [9] 3.2 The Inventory indicates a number of orderly successive phases to Goldman's work (T1: vi-vii): the Red Cross was approached for information about the fallen burghers, which it states was so good in quality that he then was able to investigate the deaths in the concentration camps; his first investigations between 1906 and 1908 concerned the situation in the Transvaal; there was a lull when Goldman was appointed a member of the War Casualties and Injuries Commission; and then between 1910 and 1912, he worked on producing the Free State, Cape and Natal statistics. This is a description of a classic linear research investigation, but the detail contained in documents across the collection shows it is inaccurate and misleading.
3.3
The Red Cross was approached, but in fact had only partial information about the burghers and suggested other possible sources, including Goldman himself regarding the work he did during the war in trying to trace missing people (RS 2: f2, 27 September 1906). Also, there was actually no intention at first from Botha or Goldman to enumerate and commemorate the deaths of the people, mainly women and children, who had died in the concentration camps. This was instead driven by two other separate dynamics: The first is that after 1902 many local memorial committees came into being, to an important extent encouraged and propelled by the rapid post-war growth of women's groups and organisations, and were concerned with naming and commemorating those who had died in the camps, in which many of them had lived and lost family members. In many cases, this work was completed by around 1908 and gave rise to local enumerations of deaths, to many mothers' memorials to their dead children, and also linked to published testimonies which were circulated in women's organisations and also in explicitly protonationalist cultural contexts such as newspapers and magazines promoting the development of Afrikaans as a language. [10] The second is that considerable differences existed between the new political elite of the Transvaal, and the older one of the Orange Free State represented by ex-President Steyn and his followers. Steyn was adept at political manoeuvring and also had a strong moral sense of where 'the brunt of the war' (Hobhouse 1902 ) had fallen, both of which led him to want the deaths of the women and children who died to be enumerated and commemorated. He began discussions on this in 1905, establishing a Free State coordinating committee for such in February 1907 (Stanley 2006: 58-60) with the explicit intention that there should be a public monument to 'capture the public imagination'. The committee instituted an appeal for donations, however small, to built what became known as the Vrouemonument or Women's Monument. [11] It also established an investigatory process in which the Free State field-cornets (veldkornets [12] ) conducted detailed enumerations of deaths and recorded survey sheets of these in the local areas of their jurisdiction. Then, following this (rather than preceding it, as the Inventory states), a similar enumerative process was established in the Transvaal via Goldman.
3.4 Also, even earlier, an Ecclesiastical Commission (Kerklijke Commissie) was founded in December 1903 by the various Dutch Reform Kerks, and this agreed a process by which 'one thorough statistic' of those who had died should be compiled (RS4: f4, February 1904). Its enumeration process was already well underway when Goldman started work, and locally, through its kerk elders or predikants, it often cooperated with the Memorial Committees. And although there may have been a lull in Goldman's activities (the paucity of dated documents makes this difficult to establish) from 1910 to 1912, there was none in the activities of these other organisations and enumerative processes. Lastly here, Goldman's working procedure was not temporally sharply demarcated in the way suggested by the Inventory -he appears to have continued working on quality-checking and reconciling information through to 1913, with counts and 'the number' produced only in December that year, as we discuss later.
3.5
Over a lengthy period, sometimes with considerable delays (and also with some field-cornets failing to supply information even after reminders), Goldman received huge numbers of enumerations of 'those who had died', provided to him in a number of formats from a variety of sources. The predikants and the fieldcornets were requested to reconcile their respective lists (RS16: ff41-43), because of the importance of these to Goldman's investigation. Notices of (some but not all) deaths in the (British) Government Gazette and other semi/official papers were collected and used. Graveyard Registers and Registers of Deaths kept by the 'official' dominee employed in most camps were obtained (RS16: f34), with their listings treated as semi-official records. Also, the individual camp registers of arrivals, sickness, births and deaths and outwards movements of people, underpinned by daily and weekly 'returns' of information made by each camp to British coordinating headquarters in Pretoria (Transvaal) or Bloemfontein (Free State), were somewhat patchily and late on in the process commandeered from the various places they were stored (RS16: ff35-36; RS16: f52). These were then used in a perhaps surprisingly residual ad hoc way by Goldman, as an add-on source to the others rather than one he systematically combed through and took names and information from. This was in part because, until well on in his work, Goldman did not have an accurate list of different kinds of camps, as the very large number of variant and disagreeing lists of these scattered through the Volumes amply shows, and so was unable to call up all the files and registers he might have wanted. In addition, the most extensive of these records were the daily, weekly and monthly 'returns' made by all the camps to their relevant headquarters in either Pretoria or Bloemfontein, a huge volume of data, and Goldman's use -or rather non-use -of such returns is notable. [13] 3.6 Many handwritten and typed lists of camps exist across the Volumes, most of them listing large numbers of places and with no understanding of the difference between temporary laagers and 'permanent' camps; between prisoner of war camps, relief camps, and concentration camps; and between permanent camps, and camps which removed en masse from one place to another with the same population of inhabitants. This reflected the complicated wartime circumstances 'on the ground', but also that neither Goldman nor other Transvaal officials initially knew where the camp records had been sent at the end of the war and had to find this out and obtain them, and thus there were attendant delays and also consequences for sometimes under-but more often over-counts of populations and of deaths. Later in the investigation Goldman became aware of this (RS16: f93), and also that there were whole sets of concentration camp registers (for Kroonstad camp) and part-sets of registers (for example, Bethulie and Springfontein camps) that were missing. In the former case, this was because of accidental loss when the registers were being brought across country; in the latter and other similar instances, it was because other people had earlier removed and not replaced files and registers, with some of these in private collections which later found their way into the state archive system. [14] 3.7 Overall, however, it is clear that Goldman prioritised lists and information received from 'het volk', from Boer sources rather than 'official' British ones, so his base data came from, firstly, the originally verbal reports made to the field-cornets and written out by them usually in summary form on cyclostyled enumeration forms; and secondly, from the records kept by, primarily, the NGK rather than the in some areas much larger NH of GK. This latter introduced (perhaps unwittingly, although this cannot be known for certain) two sources of systematic bias into the data. One is that these records concerned the NGK dominees 'parishioners' only, not members of other kerks or of none in the camps; and the other is that these kerk sources also largely (but not invariably) omitted the deaths of unbaptised children and those who were stillborn to even NGK mothers. However, within limits, Goldman carried out fairly extensive checks on the lists of names and claimed deaths he received from these sources but did so in a very patchy way, as some comments about how he responded to the lists from the two groups of field-cornets will indicate.
3.8
There are six volumes of Free State field-cornet returns, two for the Transvaal. The Free State process appears to have been more extensive and begun earlier, with the enumerations generally but not universally made on a cyclostyled form (for example, RS8: f4), with highly variant lists and also other kinds of information sent to Goldman. What resulted from the Transvaal field-cornets is similar in its variability, with the formalised enumerations of men, women and children on the official form co-existing with all manner and kinds of lists, such messy scrawled list of men's names with no other information recorded (see, for instance, RS5: f74, together with neat detailed lists (RS6: f29), together with dense paragraphs about people and families (RS6: ff52-54).
3.9
The format and quality of what resulted in relation to what was requested is extremely varied, then. There were many field-cornets involved in both the Free State and Transvaal and their interpretation and execution of their task differed greatly. Some treated the recording form as a 'scientific instrument' and recorded precisely the information requested in a highly consistent way; some ignored the form and its boxes and provided in effect narratives of people and their deathss some were barely literate and recorded only the briefest of information; and many were inconsistent and recorded in a variety of ways as they went house to house and farm to farm.
3.10
Goldman worked through the many thousands of enumerations that resulted. In relation to the Free State field-cornet forms, in many cases he crossed out names where deaths clearly had not occurred during the war years, nor in warfare nor a concentration camp (eg. RS8, the Bethlehem District enumeration forms). However, this was not entirely consistently done and in some cases 'non-relevant' deaths remain included (see for instance RS8, Kestell District enumeration forms, where a death in India is retained; RS13: f17, the Thaba' Nchu District enumeration forms, where someone who has died from sickness in their home is excluded from 'the right deaths' while someone who died in the same month and year from the same sickness is included because dying in a camp; and RS8: f94, Bloemfontein District enumeration forms, where deaths are included even though all that is recorded is the name with the date and place 'unknown' (onbekend)). However, although Goldman had a checking policy, this operated with considerable variability concerning the field-cornet data, and also regarding what seems to be entirely unchecked overlaps between this and his other sources. Thus, for example, there is little sign that the field-cornets and the kerk predikants did actually reconcile their sets of information, every sign these were sent to Goldman piecemeal (rather than as sets), with neither any internal, nor any cross-set, reconciliation of differences and overlaps having taken place.
3.11 Implicit in the above discussion is that a shift had occurred in the focus of Goldman's investigations, almost certainly because of enumerative and commemorative concerns in the Free State and more widely from women's organisations. Its occurrence can be indicated by reference to an undated draft letter (in English, with another version in Dutch) from Goldman to the Secretary to the Administrator of the Free Sate, writing that the field-cornets, by reference to the authority of the Minister of Agriculture, could carry out house to house and farm to farm visits to record information (RS16: f39):
3.12 The entire draft has been multiply amended in pencil, while in black ink and seemingly inserted last is the addition shown above, of '^and those who died in the concentration camps^'. However, this represents a transition and not an end point -from having this 'and' status in relation to the burgher deaths in just the Free State, by the point Goldman received the detailed listings from the field-cornets and worked through them, the focus had moved specifically to the concentration camp deaths in both the Free State and the Transvaal, with his quality checks removing not only incompletely attributed and uncertain deaths but also many of those which had occurred outside of the camps, in people's homes, in combat and POW camps.
3.13
The data collection and quality checking issues Goldman had to deal with which we have commented on thus far involved him trying, in a patchy way, to ensure some consistency and accuracy regarding the lists of data he received. There were, however, more structural issues in how Goldman worked that adversely impacted on his calculation of totals and types of death and thus on 'the number' of the concentration camp dead he arrived at, and it is important to recognise these.
3.14 The procedure Goldman engaged in involved the names on the lists of enumerations sent to him then being transferred from one recording medium (lists, enumeration forms), to another (alphabeticallyorganised registers for each of the provinces), to another (lists of names of the dead per province), to another (the overall alphabetical list of the dead), to summary counts, to final tables. Across these multiple transferrals, inevitably mistakes were made, omissions occurred, duplicated entries were not detected, in part of course because of the sheer scale at which Goldman was working. However, at various points in his working process, Goldman seemingly became aware of such slippages and devised ad hoc ways of rectifying them by, for instance, distributing a 'find' of tens or even hundreds of people across the category groups using a ratio based on the distribution before he had discovered the slippage. Another interesting feature is that, during the later stage of producing summary counts, Goldman counted adult men and women differently from children. Counts of children were made in two rows (presumptively, of boys, then girls) per page of information, with the two columns representing Goldman working through all the pages of lists; and these counts are in ordinal numerical form (e.g. 27 and 29; 43 and 41; see RS16: f84 for the Free State). But, perhaps to ensure that the counts of adults were not muddled with those of children, Goldman counted adults in groups of five, but in two ways: the first is IIIII and the second is IIII, but with both representing the number 5. Mistakes crept in here in producing totals per page of counts at a later stage in the process, for sometimes IIIII seems to have been counted as 5 but also sometimes as 6.
3.15
What has to be remembered about this is that, with just paper and pen or pencil, Goldman was working with many thousands of items of information received from multiple sources in variant forms and did so over a long period of investigation. Clearly, there were good organisational reasons for ad hoc organisational practices that were unable to pick up every such issue. We are not suggesting here that, with other better means of collection and analysis and by collecting more or different of the data available, Goldman would have produced 'the number' accurately -we are quite clear that no full accurate data exists for anyone to do this, either at the time, or now with computer-facilitated methods at a researcher's disposal, and that such a task is intellectually futile because the 'bad organisational records' produced for very good organisational reasons cannot have their flaws removed, their absences filled, their inaccuracies rectified. Relatedly, while the wartime and its complicated and always changing circumstances inevitably resulted in 'imperfect' data in an organisational sense, there were also additional issues which Goldman was perhaps unaware of the methodological import of and their consequence for 'the number' arrived at.
3.16
One methodological matter of considerable significance for the statistic Goldman was attempting to produce concerns the age at which someone stopped being a child and became an adult man or woman around how this had been defined within the official British system of recording information (and used regarding the allocation of rations in the camps). In fact, for most of the duration of the war, the Transvaal used the twelfth birthday and the Free State the sixteenth for this purpose, producing a very different shape to the demographics provided by each headquarters from informational returns received from the individual camps under their jurisdiction (Stanley 2006: 134-161. [15] These birthdays were, however, the cut-off points (eg. after 15, someone stopped being a child for the Free State headquarters), while Goldman both assumed the age was universally 16, and that this included people throughout their sixteenth year and so everybody who was less than 17. This is clearly a huge investigatory 'mistake', for the young massively predominated in the camp populations, but it was particularly important for Goldman and the political leaders he worked for. This was because of the political need to represent 'het volk', 'the people' in a nationalist sense, as having been to a man, woman and child always united in opposition to the British, and relatedly to show that males of fighting age were not in the camps (and so surrenders to and joiners of the British side) but on commando. The effect of how the age division was interpreted was to under-count males of commando age by over-counting the gender-undifferentiated 'children' (kinders) in the camp populations, and as we shall indicate later, doing so was probably a deliberate decision.
3.17
A second important methodological issue is that, while the originating lists of the dead and then the registers these were transferred to may have contained full information (name, date and place of death, source of information), this was not necessarily complete information. Thus, Standerton could be the town as well as the camp, for instance, and which it was in Goldman's terms made a difference concerning whether a death was to be counted in or out, and mainly he seems to have assumed that, unless otherwise detailed, the places of deaths were the camps. The most widespread incompleteness in the enumerations, however, concerns the use of initials rather than full names, so that Goldman was often unaware whether a listed death was that of a man or woman, boy or girl. These case were totalled separately as 'dubious' (dubiens) in the case of people aged 17 and older. In political terms, as commented above, the numbers of adult men in particular in the camp system mattered a lot politically, so Goldman distributed his 'dubious' using a ratio derived from the proportions of deaths known to be of adult males and females on the page concerned (see for instance RS16: f78, where, from a ratio of 7½ : 19, he redistributed 188 'dubious' deaths as being those of 52 men and 133 women). In many ways this was a sensible, and in methodological terms defensible, strategy. However, women were considerably more likely to die than men in the camps, so the paradoxical effect is that Goldman's strategy here in fact over-counted males aged 17 and over.
3.18
It is also worth noting that Goldman did not devise a 'dubious' category for his counts of children: he simply recorded them all as either boys or girls, although many had only initials or 'baby' (baba) attached to their surnames. This was most likely because in the political sense indicated above it did not matter to him and his task-masters what sex the children were -what mattered was that they were children and not adults. However, it is interesting that, within a working practice otherwise so precise, Goldman did this, and it strongly confirms that this was a political project carried out for political purposes, not a scientific investigation engaged in for its own sake.
3.19
A third significant methodological issue, which again produced systematic effects, concerns the duplications inevitably present with using a number of overlapping but not coterminous sources, although concerning the same population of people. There are extensive indications across the two sets of fieldcornet enumerations of the limitations of Goldman's quality checks on incoming data with regard to this, so that what are highly likely to be the same people, but with only small variations in formation, appear in multiple entries. If, for instance, Coetzee, Coetsee, Coetzer, Coetser, Coetsen, Kotze, Kotzee, are not cross-checked against each other, although otherwise exactly the same information may have been recorded, then the effect is considerable because introducing a major but unpredictable source of overcounting deaths. [16] However, this is an over-counting which could only be picked up and reconciled by checking every enumeration of every death against every other -or perhaps of using one data source only as the base and comparing the others against this. There is no sign Goldman did either.
Goldman's method for producing 'the number' 4.1 Goldman's specific methods, in the sense of how he worked the returned enumerations of deaths after the various quality checks had been carried out, are not entirely recoverable. This is not surprising: the complete and entire records of a complex organisational structure, or even a simple organisational structure carrying out a complicated set of activities involving an array of external groups and organisations, as with Goldman and his sub-officials, rarely survive. Parts of the process experience inevitable humdrum kinds of attrition -the piece of paper crumpled and thrown away, the misplaced or misfiled document, the lost file in an office move. However, Goldman's detailed working method can be largely pieced together from the remaining paper-trails and consists of the following, which seem to have been successive activities (again, caution is required given the relatively small number of dated documents):
Following repeated requests and a variety of persuasions, Goldman received enumerations from (all? most? this is impossible to tell) of the field-cornets and also both lists and also registers of various kinds from the dominees and their predikants, and he also sought information from a variety of other sources outlined earlier. As detailed above, this information was worked through and, certainly regarding that from the Transvaal and Free State field-cornets, quality checks were carried out. Also, either at this stage or more likely later in the process (see below), Goldman will have had to resolve conflicting information and otherwise reconcile conflicts between the different data sources he was employing.
The incoming enumerations were transferred to registers, for the Transvaal, the Free State, and a combined one for the Cape and Natal (RS17, 18, 19) . These registers have alphabetical sections, with 'the names of the dead', date and place of death and source of information all recorded by surname in an 'as it came to hand' way. Consequently within each section for each letter of the alphabet, while the surnames all begin with that letter, strict alphabetical order thereafter does not apply (so that Zijl may follow and not precede Zyl, for instance). However, not every name to be found on a list can be found in one of the registers and not all names in a register will be found on an enumerative list -each underceeds and exceeds the other. Also there are names on these lists and in the registers which cannot be found on memorials listing the dead in the relevant camp Gardens of Remembrance (Gedenktuine; see here Stanley 2006, Chapter 8) ; the 'national' process being operated by Goldman was not coterminous with the commemorative process engaged in by the local Monument Committees or by the Ecclesiastical Commission. There are also, as noted above, clear indications of the limitations of Goldman's quality checks on incoming items with regard to duplicated enumerations of deaths.
The broadly alphabetical enumerations in the registers were turned into new listings (RS20 -RS31). These are organised on the basis of classifying types of persons -Republican forces and citizens (non-combatant men, women and children) -and for the latter, also their places of deaths in the sense of whether these were in the Transvaal, Free State, Cape or Natal camps. Enumerations of 'Republican deaths' were also produced and this information is contained in these registers, although from what source or sources Goldman received this data cannot now be traced.
These alphabetical lists distinguishing 'dead citizens' (gesneuwelde burgers) from 'Republican forces' (Republikeinse magte) provided the source of the counts of deaths which Goldman made. In making these, Goldman worked by counting the data in sections: he made four sheets of counts for the Transvaal deaths (RS16: ff79-82), three for the OVS (RS16: ff84-86) and one for the Cape and Natal ones (RS16: f87), presumably to make the process of adding up a more manageable one.
Rough tables were produced which feature the summary numbers per sheet of counts. For the Transvaal, there are four lines of sub-totals (RS16: f78), for the Free State there are three lines of sub-totals (RS16: f83), and the Cape and Natal have one line of sub-totals (RS16: f87).
These sub-totals were brought together on a summary sheet and added in two different ways by Goldman (RS16: f89). The first time he added the sub-totals per lines of counts. Then after an excised cross-count, he did so using the numbers per province, with the latter showing him that his previous count was incorrect by some thousands.
There is a 'Total Summary' (Algeheele Recapitulation) sheet which has inscribed on it the numbers of concentration camp deaths per province (i.e. with the four or three, or one, lines of counts amalgamated) and the overall total. This is in pen and is a semi-final stage of working the numbers into totals and one overall 'the number' (RS16: f77). It is of the total instances of deaths in concentration camps: 'Totaal ?gebale algeheiloverlede in kampe 27927'.
A typed version of the 'Total summary' in the form of a cyclostyled table of state or province totals and a grand total is dated 8 December 1913 (RS16: f75). This was eight days before the unveiling of the Vrouemonument in Bloemfontein, which has 'the number' prominently inscribed on its dedicatory front -but this, however, is a different number from what appears on Goldman's final table of 'the number', as discussed later. Goldman's 'Total Summary' has two typing mistakes in the numbers given, although these have been hand-corrected and a request for it to be retyped and six copies made is written on.
Also dated 8 December 1913
, there is what appears to be 'the number' in a final tabulated form (RS16: f76), without any numerical typos. Its caption has been re-written in English and the typed 'deaths' has been changed to 'succumbed', a toned down word by comparison. The text for the various sub-totals has also been translated into English, and in both languages is the rather startling: 'Men above 16 years of age', and 'children under 16 years of age' (Mannen boven de 16 jaar, and kinderen onder de 16 jaar). However, this not how Goldman calculated the numbers, as detailed above, and was written thus perhaps because he had realised or someone had brought to his attention the mistake built into his figures. What has been done here is simply that the descriptor has been changed -the momentous mistake is allowed to stand in terms of the actual counts, and it is simply covered over, with the numbers unchanged. This table has been signed off as final with 'PLAG' and '8.12.13', while Goldman has also written onto this sheet the numbers of 'war casualties', that is, of burghers on commando. Their total is 6189; this number includes those who died of sickness (924), in accidents (157), and of POWs (this would have been mainly illnesses or age), 1118. There were 3990 killed in action.
'The number', which number? 5.1 Is Goldman's statistic of the total deaths in the concentration camps of the South African War accurate? [17] Is 27,927 how many people died? Within the limits we have discussed, particularly limits of a political kind, Goldman did his best to be consistent and accurate, although his practices were patchy, and his working process attempted to be careful in working with huge quantities of very varied data. At the same time, the sources he worked with, and his prioritisation of unreconciled and closely but not entirely overlapping data, introduced the systematic problems discussed earlier. There are also issues, as discussed, concerning the manipulation of the age division between male adults and children, and an equally manipulative re-captioning of the data to disguise the mistake at the final state. In addition, there was some significant under-counting of the deaths of children -our earlier work on the camp records and death notices [18] as compared with the NGK dominee registers suggests the largest under-count was of the very young, of stillborn babies and infants and children not yet baptised. If Goldman had used the British concentration camp records -and we must emphasise that by this we mean all the records, that is, including the returns and death notes and all the other routine daily or weekly transfers of information, and not just the registers than many researchers are obsessed by -as his base, rather than the plethora of 'het volk' sources, this would have included the expunged children and the omitted adults. The result would have been a larger, we think significantly larger, final count specifically for those camps where full returns as well as registers exist, not least because it would have included the black people who lived and worked in what were referred to as white camps, but which actually had mixed racially populations. [19] 5.2 There is also an irony involved which certainly would not have been lost on Botha, Steyn and the other political leaders promoting their different versions of the enumerative and commemorative project. The proto-nationalist movement which Goldman served was an incorporationist one that sought to harness the many disagreeing elements of the population of Boer, later Afrikaner, people in South Africa into 'het volk', a people (seemingly) single and indivisible. [20] Those differences had been writ large over the course of the South African War and were majorly reflected in the populations of the concentration camps, which were composed by British supporters and those who were neutral and just wanted the war to end, as well as determined Republicans (Spies [1977] 2001, . Given that all the camps had politically diverse populations, the dead volk who were enumerated and commemorated actually included the many dissenters from the Republican cause. In death and by a retrospective enumerative and commemorative move, those who died were incorporated wholesale into 'the folk', and thereby many of them became part of the proto-nationalism they had in life not supported, or more strongly had opposed.
5.3
An interesting exchange took place between November 1912 and January 1913, when Goldman was still working on his lists and counts, with Mrs Steyn (herself a key figure in the post-war women's organisations and in publishing women's testimonies) acting as an amanuensis for her partially paralysed husband, ex-President Steyn of the Free State. These letters indicate a further complexity of the process and the 'for practical purposes', rather than 'with absolute accuracy', character of the numbers being produced. The first Steyn letter of 3 November 1912 (RS7: f76) requests numerical information. The second of 28 November 1912 (RS7: f77) acknowledges receipt of information from Goldman but asks about its source, demonstrates that Goldman's response to the first letter had requested information about the women and children in the Free State camps, and indicates that Goldman derived his interpretation of what 'age 16' meant from ex-President Steyn. The third, dated 6 January 1913 (RS7: ff78-79) [21] , is quite momentous in stating that:
5.4
As well as omitting the deaths of 'men' (that is, those over the age that Steyn, and by this time Goldman, were taking as the marker of who was and was not a child), this third Steyn letter differentiates between 'young women' and women, perhaps because of awareness that the age of 12 had been used as the marker in the Free State camps, so this may have been those between age 13 and 16 up to the seventeenth birthday. It also, notably, makes a significant mistake in addition: 22,257 + 8,288 + 825 actually equals 31,370 and not 26,370. What appears on the Vrouemonument dedication, however, is 'the number' as erroneously added up in this Steyn letter -26,370 -and not the 'accurate' number that Goldman later arrived at [Vrouemonument and inscription] . And of course, even if the Steyn addition had been the correct one, 'the number' arrived would have been even more different from Goldman's.
5.5
Is the difference a matter of 'the men' and their absence from or presence in the number? Certainly references to Goldman's 'the number' list the number of deaths of women and children and of 'men' separately, as in the following, written fifty years apart:
"The deaths there [in the camps] of 26,251 women and children together with 1,676 men over 16 -mostly greybeards -softened the resistance of the Boers in the field. (Otto 1954: 170) [22] "After the war P L A Goldman officially determined that 27 927 women, children and men died in the camps. Of the 26 251 women and children 22 000 were under the age of sixteen and of the 1 676 men over the age of sixteen 1 421 were elderly" (Jacobs 2003: 17) 5.6 However, the difference cannot be explained by this -the numbers still just 'do not add up'. There are two more likely explanations. It is possible that 'the Steyn (and thus the Vrouemonument) number' when correctly added to 31,370 is a late 1912/early 1913 incarnation of Goldman's numbers which were by December 1913 considerably revised. It is also possible that these Steyn numbers were compiled through a process similar to, but separate from, the one Goldman presided over, and thus the far greater extensiveness of the Free State field-cornet enumerations in the RS Goldman collection.
5.7
Unfortunately, the records of the Steyn Vroumonument committee were lost when the law office of its secretary closed or moved early in the twentieth century and have never been located, [23] so there is no documentary means of investigating this latter possibility. The jury remains out here, and what stands is the 'incorrect' number inscribed on the Vrouemonument, and the different 'for practical purposes, sort of accurate' number produced by Goldman. However, in a political sense Steyn and the Women's Monument had scooped the pool, for the number repeated and repeated is that on the face of the Vrouemonument, with the monument itself seen to encapsulate the factual meaning of the 26,370 inscribed on it.
On standard and superior stories 6.1 Numbers bear repetition as seemingly factual statements representing in symbolic form the 'real things' that these are the numbers of. However, numbers are not inert and invariant -1939, for instance, 'contains' very different things for a European who lived through this year and someone born in the 1970s or 80s, and for a Czech and US citizen; and an equation has different resonance for a mathematician and someone who is innumerate. Also, as with the 1939 example, some numbers are seen to hold the story of their meaning, to summarise and encapsulate this.
6.2
But what kind of a story does 'the number' have in relation to Goldman's investigation? What does our case study indicate about this? In Tilly's (1994: 268-9) terms, Goldman's number is the product of a superior story and fits most of the characteristics Tilly assigns to such. Within the limitations we discussed earlier, Goldman attempted to be precise, consistent and accurate. His procedures, methodological framework and working method included all the major actors that producing a valid account required. His investigation represented cause-and-effect relations that were not directly visible in the accounts utilised. It connected the story with wider times, places and social actors, and it worked from direct causes to indirect and more incremental structural ones. In the circumstances, recognising the actually imprecise data that existed, and given Goldman's political views, his is a creditable if imperfect piece of work. By contrast, the number on the Vrouemonument appears almost without antecedents; its lineage is uncertain; its repetition lacks substantial traceable foundation; and it is in its own terms incorrect because, behind its face, its composing elements were added up wrongly. It has the characteristics Tilly assigns to standard stories. However, over time it is the Vrouemonument that is hugely resonant (Grundlingh 2002 ) and Goldman's 'the number' that has become mute.
6.3
Clearly, many stories of lives disrupted and concerning the deaths of family and friends were represented in the enumerations told to the field-cornets and predikants and summarised and sent to Goldman, and in the camp registers and returns recording people's arrivals, sicknesses and deaths he also received. These were, perhaps not in their telling but certainly in their recording, standard stories. Number also bears repetition in this other sense, then. There was a common wartime experience, at least in its outward forms, but in their specificities these were what C. Wright Mills (1959) refers to as 'personal troubles', happening to particular people in specific places and definite times and having their own distinctive resonance, suffering and pain. However, these were transmuted, both at the time and subsequently, into general shared 'public issues'. Mills characterises this as a growing awareness of the larger historical scene and that seemingly 'personal' troubles transcend local environments and circumstances, involving a debate or discourse at a public level about contradictions and antagonisms in relation to what he calls 'institutional arrangements'. In part Goldman's investigation was a product, in part a contributor, together with the Monument Committees, the Ecclesiastical Commission, the Vrouemonument Committee, the women's organisations, cultural brokers and published testimonies, to this emergent sense of the larger meaning of such matters for 'the people' and its history, for the Afrikaner volk.
6.4 Stories are told, the past and near-present are therein recounted, and their schematic organisation of 'the people' and 'the facts' are passed on in such tellings. So-called standard stories gain power from their clarities in structure, content and implicit or explicit claims. And over time, as listeners and tellers alike come to have no connection with, let alone direct knowledge of, the story's events and characters, such retellings can take on the perceived disposition, less of stories than of statements about known and passed on facts. This most certainly happened with the concentration camps of the South African War and the deaths occurring in them, but less by means of 'the number' as produced by Goldman, and more by virtue of the symbolic import that the Vrouemonument came to have because of the standard storied framework it was located within and seen as the culmination of. This is not least because the sculptor Anton von Vouw's statue of a woman and dying child and the accompanying bas reliefs on either side of the monument literally 'tell' powerfully visible stories about the deaths which occurred.
6.5
Thinking about standard stories in general, and that represented by the Vrouemonument in particular, there are interesting clues as to why Goldman's 'the number', and the number as represented by the monument, have had such different political and social afterlives. In a literal as well as figurative sense, the storied nature of Goldman's 'the number' is buried: while the many thousands of enumerated deaths certainly provided an extensive foundation for his 'one accurate statistic', these enumerations were at the time organisational detritus and are now buried aspects of a detailed working process, and their storied character was never in itself seen as central or valorised to what he was doing. The dedication on the Vrouemonument, by immense contrast, immediately links the private troubles of individual women's and children's deaths with the public issue that the Vrouemonument pointedly insists upon and that its '26,370' signifies. Moreover, what appears on the Vrouemonument was underpinned and surrounded by a plethora of stories, the stories of the many women's testimonies which were told and re-told, also standard stories, but seemingly overwhelming in their numbers and constantly over time retold and repeated. The polemicist in Tilly insists on the simplicities of standard stories, but at the same time he insightfully recognises that people routinely link judgements, ideas about what is likely or plausible in the circumstances, and causal explanations, and all of which surface within the frame of story-telling and retelling (Tilly 1999: 265-6 ; see also Eden 2006 Eden , 2008 . This is precisely what the visibility of the storied character of the Vrouemonument, in contrast to the stark anonymity of Goldman's 'the number', enables. [24] 6.6 Is there another research story here, and is our case study a means of supplying a would-be superior story? As our comments about standard stories and the power of the Vrouemonument will have indicated, we find Tilly's binary standard v. superior emphasis far too limited. He does, however, mark out an inbetween role for historical sociology, in 'identifying the social situations in which certain types of stories arise and tracing the consequences of adopting those stories rather than others that are, in principle, available… analyzing the processes by which people actually create, adopt, negotiate, and alter the stories they employ in routine social life' (Tilly 1999: 269-70) . Eschewing fixed notions of standard and superior, and working as historical sociologists in the way Tilly recommends, we have shown just how important these processes can be and just how powerful a hold they can gain over future thinking. Tilly's (1984) Big Structures… is a riposte to the 'pernicious postulates' inherited from nineteenth century modes of thinking, which he argues inhibit contemporary social science. While we agree with him, for us the weight of received fact more generally has a far more pernicious on free thinking. Better, we think, the condescension of posterity and social science, than deference and the assignment of epistemological privilege to the past; and contextualising its stories helps social scientists gain some analytic purchase on which of these accounts of the past are warranted -and which of them just do not add up.
1 These were camps for Boer supporters of Britain, for refugees from the fighting, and then in the commando phase of the war for farming populations removed from their land. The high number of deaths occurring was due to epidemics, in particular of typhoid, measles and the sequelae of the latter, which swept the camps and equally impacted on British (but not Boer) troops. Goebbels, a close associate of South African nationalists at German universities in the later 1930s, deliberately called the Nazi work and death camps concentration camps, as part of anti-British propaganda by the National Socialists. See Spies 1977, , Wilkins & Strydom 1978 2 Boer proto-nationalism preceded full-blown Afrikaner nationalism and took predominantly cultural forms in which women were highly active as cultural brokers as well as consumers. Te post-war mushrooming of women's organisations extremely important in this, as was their solicitation, publication and distribution of women's testimonies about their wartime experiences. See Vincent 1999 , Du Toit 2003 , Stanley 2002 , 2007 Van Heyningen proposes that Botha was concerned with healing the rifts in the Afrikaner community and that Goldman's project was actually about a common grieving, and so she questions whether it was nationalist in the way we propose (Personal communication, September 2009) . We disagree -nationalism should not be a term reserved slely for 'bad' things that academics disagree with, and clearly protonationalism was part and parcel of both Goldman's work and Botha's wider project, as our wider work on proto-nationalism referenced elsewhere in this article fully confirms. See also Footnote 16. 4 Waves of women's testimonial writings were published and circulated immediately after 1902, around 1910-1913 , in the mid 1920s, the later 30s, and the later 1940s, all important junctures for the nationalist cause. By the 1940s, knowledge of the 'special pleading' highly partial character of such writings was lost and they were increasingly treated as factual accounts about the past produced by those with first-hand experience and no particular political axe to grind. These were, through their repetitious character, shared simplified structure, stock characters and plots, standard stories or perhaps variants on a core standard story, in Tilly's terms. However, as an early commentator (Hobhouse 1927 ) noted, what was initially suspiciously similar, through the constancy of repetition later seemed to have the qualities of veracity and facticity for popular audiences who were not 'in the know'. (See Stanley 2002 , 2007 . 5 Arthur Davey was also responsible for archiving the collection, and he largely did this without changing the organisation of the material as the archive received it, although he certainly interleaved additional materials, as the Inventory explains (Personal communication from Elizabeth van Heyningen, whose husband was Davey, September 2009). 6 The jpegs provided obviously are of the original documents and show the language these were written in. 7 The full title is: 'Inventaris argief van die amptenaar belas met die insameling van gegewens van sterfgevalle onder die Republikeinse strydmagte en burgerlike bevolking 1899-1902'. 8 These are the Nederduits Gereformeerde Kerk or Dutch Reform Church (the largest in the Free State and often having played a pastoral role in the concentration camps), the Nederduitse Hervormde of Gereformeerde Kerk or Dutch Reformed Church (the largest in the Transvaal), and the Gereformeerde Kerk (small and concentrated in particular areas such as the Potchefstroom and Middelburg areas of the Transvaal and Reddersburg in the Free State), which broke away from the NHK in 1859. For the enumerative purposes discussed here, it seems that the GK was re-associated with the NHK although not without dissention, as enumeration forms were often printed with the heading Nederduitse Hervormde of Gereformeerde Kerk, but with parts of this variously crossed out by different enumerators.
9 See Footnote 3. 10 For example, see T1: 5, Publikasies (Publications) regarding a 1908 report about a Middelburg monument and the work of the Eberhaezer Monument Comite in establishing this. On the importance of these cultural developments see Hofmeyr 1987 , Sparks 1991 , Le May 1995 , Stanley and Dampier 2007 Steyn's plan for the Vrouemonument and the events it represented caught a public nerve, with many thousands of small donations received from all four provinces and all sections of the white population in South Africa.
